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ABSTRACT
Conventionalism once seemed an attractive way to justify the viability of the positiv-
istic social thesis. Subsequent criticism, however, has significantly lessened its attrac-
tiveness. This paper attempts to revive jurisprudential interest in conventionalism by
claiming that positivists would profit more from the conventionalism of Ruth
G. Millikan than that of David Lewis.

Three arguments are proffered to support this contention. First, Millikan’s conven-
tionalism is not vulnerable to the major criticism leveled at conventionalism, viz its
compliance-dependence (i.e., the main reason to follow a convention is that other
social actors do so), as this is not its defining feature. Second, Millikanian convention-
alism retains conventionalism’s ability to explain how law emerges from social prac-
tices while avoiding the main disadvantage of Lewisian conventionalism, viz its
inability to explain the normativity and contestability of law. Third, Millikan’s con-
ventionalism can more effectively repel Dworkin’s and Greenberg’s assaults on
legal positivism than its Lewisian counterpart.

To the memory of Maurice O’Brien

I. INTRODUCTION

Conventionalism once seemed a philosophically attractive way to justify the via-
bility of the positivistic social thesis. This was when David Lewis’s concept of
“coordination conventions”1 was drawn upon by H.L.A. Hart in the Postscript
to his Concept of Law to discuss the nature of the rule of recognition (RoR).2

* This work is a result of Research Project No. 2020/37/B/HS5/02589, which was funded by
the National Science Centre (Narodowe Centrum Nauki). I am grateful to anonymous review-
ers for their comments.
1. DAVID LEWIS, CONVENTION: A PHILOSOPHICAL STUDY (2002).
2. See H.L.A. HART, THE CONCEPT OF LAW (1994), at 267.
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Subsequent criticism,3 however, has lessened its attractiveness to the point
where it sometimes appears to be a minority position in the positivistic camp.
This paper attempts to revive jurisprudential interest in conventionalism

by arguing that legal positivists turned to the right stable but bet on the
wrong horse. Instead of the heavily criticized Lewisian conventionalism,4

which has always been their first choice,5 positivists interested in conven-
tionalism should have chosen a radically non-Lewisian understanding of
conventions, viz that of Ruth Garret Millikan, which has so far had minimal
impact on jurisprudence. A major recent publication on legal convention-
alism includes only one reference to Millikan’s work, compared with more
than 150 references to Lewis’s.6 My main contention is that Millikan’s con-
ventionalism has much greater explanatory power when applied to law than
does its Lewisian counterpart.7

This obviously raises the question of why yet another conventionalism
needs to be added to the heap. There are several reasons, explained in
more detail below but worth briefly summarizing here.
First, the key reason for finding that Lewisian conventionalism failed to

meet jurisprudential expectations was its compliance-dependence.8 As the
critics correctly pointed out, a conventional rule is not obeyed simply
because others obey it. The key differences between Lewis’s and
Millikan’s approaches are that Millikan does not claim that universal, or
even general, adherence to a convention is a necessary precondition for
its existence, and her focus is on its ability to perform its “proper function.”
In other words, in Lewis, conventions work because they are generally
obeyed, whereas in Millikan, they are generally obeyed because they
work. Unburdened by compliance-dependence, Millikanian conventional-
ism is worthy of serious consideration on the part of legal philosophers,
as it provides an attractive philosophical framework for jurisprudence.

3. See Julie Dickson, Is the Rule of Recognition Really a Conventional Rule?, 27 OXFORD J. LEGAL.
STUD. 373 (2007); Leslie Green, Positivism and Conventionalism, 12 CAN. J. L. & JURIS. 35
(1999); SCOTT J. SHAPIRO, LEGALITY (2011), at 105.
4. See, among many others, MARGARET GILBERT, JOINT COMMITMENT: HOW WE MAKE THE SOCIAL

WORLD (2013); ANDREI MARMOR, SOCIAL CONVENTIONS: FROM LANGUAGE TO LAW (2009); Gerald
J. Postema, Conventions and the Foundations of Law, in LEGAL PHILOSOPHY IN THE TWENTIETH

CENTURY: THE COMMON LAW WORLD 483 (2011).
5. Even those philosophers who came up with the original concepts of conventions made

Lewis their main, if not sole, philosophical interlocutor. See especially MARMOR, supra note 4.
6. See LEGAL CONVENTIONALISM (Lorena Ramírez-Ludeña & Joseph M. Vilajosana eds., 2018).
7. The term “Lewisian conventionalism” encompasses several theories elaborated by general

and legal philosophers, from Hume, to Lewis and his critics, to Coleman. While their argu-
ments differ considerably, these theories nevertheless have a common denominator in that
they “all recognize a strongly compliance-dependent and cooperative dimension of conven-
tions, although they understand it in somewhat different ways.” Postema, supra note 4, at 533.
8. Compliance-dependence is the key point on which conventionalism is criticized by Joseph

Raz (On the Authority and Interpretation of Constitutions: Some Preliminaries, in CONSTITUTIONALISM,
PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATIONS 152, 161–162 (1998)), Dickson (supra note 3, at 380), Green
(supra note 3, at 38), SHAPIRO (supra note 3, at 105), and Kevin Toh (The Predication Thesis
and a New Problem About Persistent Fundamental Legal Controversies, 22 UTILITAS 331, 334–335
(2010)).
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Second, without compliance-dependence and with its focus on proper
function, the Millikanian conventionalism retains the advantages of
Lewisian conventionalism while avoiding its disadvantages. The initial inter-
est in Lewisian conventionalism lay in its ability to explain arbitrary, contin-
gent features of legal rules and how they could emerge from a social
practice. However, its inability to explain several crucial characteristics of
those rules, including their contestability and normativity, exposed it to crit-
icism. Millikan acknowledges a (limited) arbitrariness of conventions and
their social pedigree, while providing a solution to both the contestability
and normativity conundrums. As is shown below, the former is solved due
to the lack of compliance-dependence, the latter by treating the proper
function as the source from which the normativity of conventions arises.

Third, Millikan’s novel arguments concerning the contestability and nor-
mativity of conventions effectively refute two anti-positivist challenges, viz
those of Dworkin9 and Greenberg.10 It can more effectively repel the for-
mer, as it proposes a congenial explanation of theoretical disagreements,
and can accommodate the latter, because it treats a conventional practice’s
proper function as an internal, value-based (but not necessarily moral) fac-
tor that transforms social facts into legal content.

No argument in this paper should be construed as claiming that the non-
conventionalist versions of positivism cannot marshal convincing arguments
against anti-positivistic criticism (they can) or that there are no other effec-
tive ways of characterizing the practice of recognition in a nonconvention-
alist way (there are). The only thing I want to show is that Millikan’s
conventionalism can help advance new arguments to counter anti-positivist
criticism and can propose a new perspective—compatible with that of Hart
—on the recognitional practice.

This paper is structured as follows. First, Millikan’s approach to conventions
as reproduced behavioral patterns is presented. The reason these patterns are
reproduced is their proven effectiveness in delivering results that are advanta-
geous to the cooperating partners (i.e., in performing their “proper func-
tion”), and thereby provide a survival value both to the individuals who use
the conventions and to the groups to which these individuals belong.11

The second section of the paper demonstrates that Millikan’s approach
has more explanatory power when applied to legal conventions than does
that of Lewis. This section focuses on the five points of comparison between
the Millikanian and Lewisian approaches to conventions and specifically
addresses: (1) whether they are practice-based or rule-based; (2) whether
and to what extent they are arbitrary; (3) the required level of adherence
thereto in a given community and whether and to what extent they are

9. RONALD DWORKIN, LAW’S EMPIRE (1986).
10. Mark Greenberg, How Facts Make Law, 10 LEGAL THEORY 157 (2004).
11. See RUTH GARRETT MILLIKAN, LANGUAGE, THOUGHT AND OTHER BIOLOGICAL CATEGORIES (1984),

at 2.
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compliance-dependent; (4) whether their primary function is to ensure
coordination; and (5) whether they are normative. Within each of these
points, the advantages of Millikanian conventionalism in elucidating the
nature of legal conventions are shown.

II. MILLIKAN’S CONVENTIONALISM: AN OVERVIEW

Philosophers of law generally regard Millikan’s contribution to the theory
of conventions as being confined to two papers in which she criticizes
Lewis’s approach.12 However, the broad philosophical background of her
work has to be considered before her contribution to the analysis of conven-
tions can be fully appreciated.13

Both Lewis and Millikan came to analyze conventions through their ini-
tial interest in language. Lewis was attempting to solve Quine’s conundrum
about how language could emerge without agreement, as agreement
requires some form of language.14 Millikan was devising an original, natu-
ralistic theory of language and mind—“biosemantics”—grounded in evolu-
tionary biology.15 This theory explains the crucial notions of the philosophy
of mind and language, including such notions as beliefs, intentions, mental
representations, and reasons, by reference to their ultimate biological func-
tions and their dependence on biological and cultural evolution.16

According to Millikan, language is a survival tool that helps navigate a
complex world by facilitating the collection, storage, and transfer of infor-
mation about it (descriptive language), and the articulation of ideas on
how to improve it (normative language). Millikan points out that “language
is merely a very large set of extant (token) precedents of usage.”17 Linguistic
signs proliferate by being copied and forming “lineages.”18

The notions of proper function and survival value are crucial to Millikan’s
theory. Proper function is defined by Millikan as

a thing’s own function, so called because it is this function that it has been
selected or retained for during the development of the species, the individual
or the culture, hence the function, the serving of which by its ancestors
accounts for its existence.19

12. See R.G. Millikan, Language Conventions Made Simple, in LANGUAGE: A BIOLOGICAL MODEL 1
(2005) [hereinafter Millikan, Language Conventions]; R.G. Millikan, A Difference of Some
Consequence Between Conventions and Rules, 27 TOPOI 87 (2008) [hereinafter Millikan, A
Difference of Some Consequence].
13. This background can be found in her seminal LANGUAGE, THOUGHT, AND OTHER BIOLOGICAL

CATEGORIES, supra note 11, and subsequent works, including BEYOND CONCEPTS: UNICEPTS,
LANGUAGE, AND NATURAL INFORMATION (2017) [hereinafter MILLIKAN, BEYOND CONCEPTS].
14. LEWIS, supra note 1, at 2.
15. R.G. Millikan, Biosemantics, 86 J. PHIL. 281 (1989).
16. MILLIKAN, supra note 11, at 93–94.
17. R.G. Millikan, A Difference of Some Consequence, supra note 12, at 92.
18. R.G. MILLIKAN, LANGUAGE: A BIOLOGICAL MODEL (2005), at 38.
19. MILLIKAN, BEYOND CONCEPTS, supra note 13, at 223.
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Because behaviors copied by humans bring about desired effects (i.e.,
they perform their proper function), thereby making them better off,
they have a survival value, i.e., they enhance the organism’s and/or group’s
fitness. The word “function” in the term “proper function” denotes the
causal role attributed to a particular item or behavioral pattern and consists
in the result(s) it is likely to produce. Survival value is also a function but is
better understood as a global fitness-enhancing factor. Several behavioral
patterns, together constituting a system of conventions, can each have a
causal role. However, whether the system as a whole has a survival value
depends on the combined effect of the causal roles of its individual behav-
ioral patterns on the fitness of the organism or group.20

Proper function and survival value together constitute the mechanism
underlying the proliferation of language: descriptive language (when
true) makes humans better off, as it allows them to form accurate beliefs
about the world and base their actions thereon, thereby shortening the
odds of finding and using affordances. An effective cultural convention
operating in a community may bring about a survival value for the commu-
nity and its members. Improved coordination (e.g., traffic rules), conflict
avoidance (e.g., linguistic conventions that enable mediation), and con-
trolled mechanisms for expressing emotions (e.g., mourning conventions)
are all adaptations whose adoption improves the chances of survival for the
community and its members.21

Therefore, it is of crucial importance for society to have a descriptive lan-
guage and to ensure that it accurately mirrors the world. Directive language
is also useful, as it is a tool for adjusting the world to the state indicated by
the directives. When directive language is effective in shaping the world, it
realizes its proper function and has a survival value for its users (both speak-
ers and hearers), and the instances of using it are further copied.

The notion of survival value is emphatically not to be understood in the
narrow sense of the biological survival of a single individual. The proper use
of linguistic conventions is an adaptation to the (social) environment that
enhances the fitness of an individual (direct fitness), the fitness of other
individuals in the group (indirect fitness), and the fitness of the group to
which those individuals belong (group fitness).22

Anti-psychologism is an important feature of Millikan’s theory. She
argues that human interactions, and especially linguistic interactions, do
not require a great deal of knowledge about the minds of others, including

20. See A.G. WOUTERS, EXPLANATION WITHOUT A CAUSE (1999), at 30.
21. See Samuel Bowles, Jung-Kyoo Choi & Astrid Hopfensitz, The Co-evolution of Individual

Behaviors and Social Institutions, 223 J. THEORETICAL BIOLOGY 135 (2003).
22. Some readers may assume that the evolutionary approach to conventions risks reducing

refined human achievements to brutal materialism and a biological struggle for survival.
However, evolutionary theory can successfully help explain such seemingly nonnatural phe-
nomena as altruism, justice, and bargaining. BRIAN SKYRMS, EVOLUTION OF THE SOCIAL CONTRACT

(2014).
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their mental state (beliefs, intentions, etc.). Her anti-psychologism is con-
spicuous in her devastating criticism of H.P. Grice23 and in her criticism
of “meaning rationalism.”24 In her conviction that Grice was wrong in his
account of language, and especially in his belief in the significance of inten-
tions in human communication, Millikan differs radically from Lewis.25

Millikan significantly reduces the cognitive burden imposed on social
actors by other theories of mind and language. This reduction primarily
concerns the scope of knowledge about others’ internal states (e.g., inten-
tions and preferences). While Lewis believed that knowing what others
thought was a prerequisite for coordinating our behavior, Millikan believes
that it is enough that each of us is thinking about the same thing.26 This
difference is crucial for the way Millikan defines conventions, which—in
contrast to Lewis—does not include any reference to people’s preferences.
Millikan’s anti-psychologism is also crucial to understanding her dissen-

sion with those philosophers whose theories of conventions are predicated
on mental agreement between social actors, and on shared agency and
plans, e.g., Gilbert’s theory of conventions by fiat and Bratman’s planning
theory.27 All these approaches rely on an intricate theory of mind and
require telepathic social actors. Millikan not only denies the necessity of
such mindreading, but claims that—being cognitively too demanding—it
would actually hinder coordination.28 For Millikan, social actors need to
be able to read the signs around them, not each other’s minds, in order
to coordinate their behavior.29

Millikan’s anti-psychologism, based on the assumption that no meeting of
the minds is necessary for humans to cooperate, will be of use in the further
sections of this paper, when the fundamental jurisprudential challenge to
Lewisian conventionalism, viz its inability to accommodate the immanent
contestability of legal practice, is addressed.30

The need to reduce the cognitive burden also leads Millikan to support
the thesis that following conventions involves several kinds of nontranspar-
ency, understood as incomplete knowledge about the nature of conven-
tions. Nontransparency concerns the arbitrariness of conventions, their
underlying purposes, and the attitudes of others to conventional practice,
but it constitutes no obstacle to following them. They are very often
deferred to by means of automated and conditioned reactions.31

23. MILLIKAN, supra note 11, at 52.
24. Id. at 326.
25. R.G. Millikan, A Difference of Some Consequence, supra note 12, at 88.
26. W.F. HARMS, INFORMATION AND MEANING IN EVOLUTIONARY PROCESSES (2004).
27. Postema, supra note 4, at 518. Millikan’s criticism of Bratman’s theory naturally extends to

Shapiro’s planning theory of law.
28. Id. at 504.
29. MILLIKAN, BEYOND CONCEPTS, supra note 13, at 183.
30. Postema, supra note 4, at 512.
31. On this point, Millikan concurs with Marmor (On Convention, 107 SYNTHESE 349, 354

(1996)).
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Within this broad conception of mind, language, and meaning, Millikan
presents her theory of conventions. As she points out, conventionality is
composed of two related characteristics:

First, natural conventions consist of patterns that are ‘reproduced’ . . . .
Second, the fact that these patterns proliferate is due partly to weight of pre-
cedent, rather than due, for example, to their intrinsically superior capacity to
perform certain functions.32

The conventional patterns reproduced over time form “lineages” (e.g.,
the lineage of the exclamation “Fire!” is the history of all its usages—appli-
cations of the tokens of the exclamation in concrete real-life situations).
The reason that behaviors are reproduced over time is their proven effec-
tiveness in bringing about the result(s) desired by cooperating partners
(e.g., running away from the source of fire).

Millikan distinguishes between blind, half-blind, and open coordina-
tions.33 In blind coordinations, each partner has to act in ignorance of
the other’s actions, as in typical Lewisian examples of an interrupted tele-
phone connection and road traffic. However, Millikan holds that the coor-
dinations achieved by language are not blind coordinations, but half-blind
or open coordinations, i.e., leader-follower coordinations:

Conventional leader–follower co-ordinations begin when a leader reproduces
a certain portion of a traditional pattern, that portion being observable to a
follower. The follower is familiar with the pattern, recognizes it, and repro-
duces the complementary part, resulting in a coordination of a sort that is
partly responsible for the proliferation (due to precedent) of the pattern.34

Millikan’s “leader-follower” conventions are in no way to be construed as
merely conventions that effectuate commands given to someone of inferior
status (i.e., as being analogous to commands issued by, e.g., a colonel to a
corporal). They include any convention that involves an interaction trig-
gered by one person and followed by another, i.e., any call for action that
elicits a positive response. A question asked and answered, a message con-
veyed by someone and then digested and used by someone else, and a
request to open a window on a bus, followed by a kind fellow commuter
doing so, all operate via a leader-follower convention. Commands and direc-
tive language obviously follow this pattern as well.35

32. Millikan, Language Conventions, supra note 12, at 2. For Millikan, a precedent is a salient
past action that can be repeated to solve a similar problem: to instill an accurate belief by reus-
ing a descriptive sign or to bring about a desired state of affairs by reissuing a directive. R.G.
Millikan, A Difference of Some Consequence, supra note 12, at 88.
33. Millikan, Language Conventions, supra note 12, at 11.
34. MILLIKAN, supra note 18, at 13.
35. R.G. Millikan, A Difference of Some Consequence, supra note 12, at 88.
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As shown below, the crucial issue for jurisprudence is that legal conven-
tions are leader-follower conventions applied in open coordination situa-
tions where actions are preceded by communication. Nevertheless, legal
philosophers have usually analyzed legal conventions by applying Lewis’s
ideas, premised as they are on blind coordination, and therefore treated
all conventions as compliance-dependent. This approach is misguided
and has had adverse ramifications for jurisprudence: it has led legal philos-
ophers to argue that the RoR cannot be conventional as it is not
compliance-dependent.36 As shown below, Millikanian non-compliance-
dependent conventionalism can be reconsidered as a theoretical framework
for analyzing the conventional nature of the recognitional practice by
post-Hartian jurisprudence.

III. LEGAL CONVENTIONS IN THE LIGHT OF MILLIKAN’S
THEORY

A. Are Legal Conventions Rule- or Precedent-Based?

Is a convention necessarily a rule? Lewis’s definition does not include the
word “rule”: the genus used by Lewis is “regularity,” which is a synonym of
“rule,” but only in its descriptive meaning (“as a rule, I commute by
train”). “Regularity” does not cover the normative meaning of “rule,”
which is one of the reasons for the criticism directed at Lewis.
Whether Lewis’s conventions qua regularities are rule-based is therefore

not clear. Postema describes the convention in Lewis’s thought as “the
‘rule’ instantiated in those regular patterns of behavior and associated atti-
tudes.”37 Marmor explicitly defines conventions as rules (or norms) in his
definition of conventions.38 Coleman also claims that the convergent behav-
ior of social actors applying conventions must be rule-governed.39

For Millikan, conventions are essentially tokened precedents (“prece-
dents in extension”) handed down from one pair of communicators to
another.40 Millikan compares the propagation of conventional forms to
the propagation of genes, but in the realm of culture, and focuses on
how users interpret the precedents that guide them during linguistic
communication.41

36. Raz’s argument that the RoR cannot be sensibly regarded as a conventional rule, despite
being a social fact, is based on the claim that it is not compliance-dependent: “We cannot
assume it to be a necessary truth that when a judge follows the practice of, let us say, applying
acts passed by the Queen in Parliament as binding, he does so because all the courts do so.”
Raz, supra note 8, at 161–162.
37. Postema, supra note 4, at 494.
38. Marmor, supra note 31, at 352–354.
39. JULES COLEMAN, THE PRACTICE OF PRINCIPLE (2002), at 82.
40. R.G. Millikan, A Difference of Some Consequence, supra note 12, at 96.
41. Id.
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Therefore, Millikan repudiates the notion that conventions, especially lin-
guistic conventions, are rules.42 She claims that conventional regularities
cannot be expressions of prescriptive rules, as they can be disobeyed with-
out incurring sanctions, and cannot be ensconced in any objective
medium.43 If there are any conventional rules, they “describe conventional
patterns; they do not prescribe them.”44

Millikan is obviously aware of the possibility of generalizing from several
prior instances of successful speaker-hearer coordinations, but contends
that

a tendency for people to perceive certain patterns in the data might be wide-
spread without being rigid, and without involving any “rules” subsisting either
in the public domain or in individual people’s minds.45

She therefore proposes to treat conventions as precedent-based, regard-
less of how intuitive it might seem to regard them as rule-based. This
approach does not require the formulation of general or abstract rules, as
behaviors follow precedent by copying prior conduct into new situations.

François Recanati offers a clear presentation of how a precedent-based
convention operates.46 He argues that language can be applied in new cir-
cumstances without the intermediate step of forming a definition, by holis-
tically comparing previous applications (“source situations: a collection of
legitimate situations of application”)47 with the current one (“target situa-
tion: the situation of current concern”).48 This process, mutatis mutandis,
can be used to demonstrate conventional linguistic behavior in which
there is no need for the intermediate step of forming a prescriptive rule.

Recanati distinguishes between the “Fregean picture of concepts,” in
which words are associated with abstract “conditions of application,” and
an approach that associates linguistic types with their specific applications.49

This distinction assumes that using language does not require the interme-
diate step of abstracting the common qualities of the previous uses of a par-
ticular word, as is done when formulating a definition.50 The application of
language is not an application of a predefined, narrow set of definitional

42. “Linguistic conventions are not rules.” R.G. Millikan, A Difference of Some Consequence, supra
note 12, at 91.
43. Id. at 89.
44. Millikan, Language Conventions, supra note 12, at 15.
45. R.G. Millikan, A Difference of Some Consequence, supra note 12, at 90.
46. FRANÇOIS RECANATI, LITERAL MEANING (2004).
47. Id. at 148.
48. Id. at 152.
49. Id. at 147–148.
50. Id. at 151.
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criteria to the case at hand but rather a global comparison of the target sit-
uation with the source situations.51

Recanati’s distinction between the source situations and the target situa-
tion is analogical to a distinction between previous situations in which a con-
vention has been applied and a situation in which that convention is to be
applied. When faced with a new situation, we do not generalize by abstract-
ing a set of features from the previous instances of usage (forming a defini-
tion or a rule), but rather holistically compare previous situations with the
new one, and if we find them relevantly similar, we behave as before. Our
behavior is therefore governed by a precedent rather than by an abstract,
general rule.
The assumption that socially recognized, stable, shared rules are not nec-

essary for conventions to operate may suggest that Millikan’s precedent-based
approach is vulnerable to the objection that conventions not based on rules
are unstable. That objection can be refuted by recourse to Millikan’s stabiliz-
ing function concept, according to which the instability of the application cri-
teria does not imply the instability of linguistic meaning.52 Millikan provides a
convincing argument as to how linguistic practice leads to the emergence of
a “stabilizing” or “standardizing” function for a particular linguistic device
(e.g., a predicate), which forms “a center of gravity to which wayward speakers
and hearers tend to return after departures.”53

If Millikan’s model of conventions is applied to law, then the rule of recog-
nition, if it is to be perceived as conventional, should be seen as a series of acts
of recognition, i.e., as reproduced responses to the lawmaker’s communica-
tive behavior, copied one from another and forming a historical lineage.54

To explain this, we need to extrapolate Recanati’s distinction between the
source situations and the target situation to recognitional practice.
If recognitional practice is a lineage of copied behaviors, then it has to

consist of particular acts where officials have recognized a valid rule and
which have served as precedents for further similar acts. In linguistic
terms, the act of recognition within this theoretical framework consists in
applying the phrase “this is a valid rule” to a rule produced by the lawmaker.
The phrase “this is a valid rule” has a “semantic potential,” which is the “col-
lection of legitimate situations of application.”55

51. “A predicate can apply even if the target-situation differs markedly from the source-
situations, as long as, in the context and taking into account the contrast set, the similarities
are more significant than the differences.” RECANATI, supra note 46, at 151.
52. Id. at 152.
53. MILLIKAN, supra note 11, at 4. Ensuring stability is not the preserve of rule-based normative

systems. In a precedent-based legal system “by an incremental process small adjustments are
made case by case, usually never more than necessary for solving the problem in each case,
always correctable in the light of experience.” See NEIL MACCORMICK & ROBERT S. SUMMERS,
INTERPRETING PRECEDENT: A COMPARATIVE STUDY (1997), at 5. Such a precedent-based system is
by no means unstable, as it creates Hayek’s “spontaneous order.”
54. MILLIKAN, supra note 18, at 38.
55. Or the “collection of past uses on the basis of which similarities can be established

between the source situations . . . and the target situation.” RECANATI, supra note 46, at 148.
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The features shared by the source situations and the target situation, and
consequently the conditions of application (e.g., of the predicate “P is a
valid rule”), are not always the same,56 as they depend on the target situa-
tion.57 Recanati explains why this is so with recourse to Waismann’s concept
of open texture:58 it is impossible to provide a complete definition of con-
cepts, “a thought model which anticipates and settles once and for all every
possible question of usage.”59 The reason is that such a model would have to
describe every potential element of a situation type in which the given con-
cept is to be applied, and that is clearly impossible. Therefore, the defini-
tions only comprise the pivotal qualities shared by the source situations
(“the tip of the iceberg”), although the source situations are similar in
many other respects (the “background”).60 Whether the similarity between
the source situations and the target situation will concern a feature men-
tioned in the definition or one belonging to the “background” depends
on the target situation.61 A typical target situation (e.g., an uncontroversial
statute enacted by a parliamentary majority), shares the components spec-
ified in the definition of a valid rule (i.e., the requirement of being enacted
by a parliamentary majority)—an easy case. If, however, the target situation
is atypical (e.g., a statute enacted by parliamentarians directly threatened by
a military junta), its similarity to the source situations has to be assessed
holistically, i.e., the similarity of the background features (e.g., duress or
lack thereof) is also assessed.

Riggs v. Palmer provides an instructive case study.62 The dispute between
the judges can be seen as a clash between the criteria-based and precedent-
based approaches. For Judge Gray, the same criteria applied in similar prior
cases should be applied. Relevantly, a last will that met all statutory require-
ments and had not been revoked should be deemed effective. Judge Earl’s
approach was more precedent-based in the Millikanian sense: whether the
target situation (Palmer’s will) was relevantly similar to the source situations
(previous last wills) depended on more than a rigid set of criteria. This case
differed from previous last will cases in that the beneficiary had murdered

56. Id. at 148.
57. Id.
58. Friedrich Waismann, Verifiability, in LOGIC AND LANGUAGE 121 (A.G.N. Flew ed., 1st series,

Blackwell 1951).
59. Id.
60. RECANATI, supra note 46, at 143.
61. Id. at 145–146.
62. In Riggs v. Palmer, 22 N.E. 188 (N.Y. 1889), the court had to decide whether a grandson

who was to receive an estate from his grandfather and poisoned him, because he feared the
testator might change the will, could nevertheless inherit. The majority opinion, written by
Judge Earl, held that even if the lawmaker did not expressly predict a case like the one
under consideration, general principles, such as that nobody should benefit from his own
wrongdoing, do not allow the grandson to possess and enjoy the estate. In a dissenting opinion,
Judge Gray argued more formalistically that if the grandson, who was punished for his deed in
the criminal case, were denied the inheritance, it would be an additional penalty; such penalty
cannot be imposed absent a clear statutory provision, and the court is not entitled to impose
one even if dictated by morality.
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the testator. This element was not in the “tip of the iceberg” (narrow crite-
ria), but it was a material fact that distinguished it from prior situations. This
justified a conclusion that differed from those in the source situations.63

Millikan’s and Recanati’s approach to linguistic practice sheds new light
on the nature of the criteria used in the RoR. A corollary of the preceden-
tial nature of recognitional practice is that each subsequent act of recogni-
tion is performed on the basis of a holistic comparison of the target
situation (a new legal rule) with the source situations (previously recog-
nized legal rules), and not on the basis of a set of criteria derived by gen-
eralizing from previous acts. Seen from this perspective, the practice of
recognition is not a practice of applying a set of criteria to the case at
hand, but a precedent-based practice of recognizing as valid those rules
that bear a relevant resemblance to previously recognized ones. This
approach enables the criteria of recognition to be derived from the past
practice of recognition; however, those criteria would only describe that
practice and not normatively guide future practice. They therefore cannot
be treated as prescriptive but only descriptive.64

Hart seems to treat the criteria of recognition as prescriptive, not descrip-
tive, and on this issue, Millikan stands opposed. However, Hart’s conceptu-
alization of language was by no means criterial, i.e., he did not believe that a
sole binding set of criteria governing every conceivable case of language
application could be formulated. Therefore, interpreting recognitional
practice in the light of Millikan’s conventionalism accords with Hartian
anti-essentialism.65 If there is a parallel between acts of concept application
and acts of recognition, then Hart’s conviction that using a general term in
several instances is not based on any common qualities shared by those
instances66 can be paraphrased by claiming that the instances of recogniz-
ing a valid rule are not governed by a prescriptive rule based on a set of
common qualities, but are governed by precedent.67

Even if the Millikanian approach to RoR shares crucial features with cus-
tomary law (e.g., it is created and changed not by what people say is to be
done, but by what they do),68 her precedent-based approach to RoR does
not treat it as a typical customary rule.69 This is not because the RoR is
not customary, but because it is not a rule. It is a customary practice

63. RECANATI, supra note 46, at 144.
64. Millikan, Language Conventions, supra note 12, at 15.
65. Leslie Green, The Concept of Law Revisited, 94 MICH. L. REV. 1687, 1689 (1996).
66. HART, supra note 2, at 279.
67. The precedential character of Millikan’s conventions helps accommodate Shapiro’s

anti-Hartian argument that the practice theory cannot explain how the RoR in law functions,
as it erroneously mixes rules (abstract), and practices (concrete). This makes it impossible to
reduce social rules to social practices. SHAPIRO, supra note 3, at 103. Millikanian conventionalism
does not attempt to do so, and the normativity of the recognitional practice is explained by the
weight of precedent, not the weight of a rule. Recognitional practice is therefore not subject to
category mistake in her conventionalism.
68. John Gardner, Some Types of Law, in COMMON LAW THEORY 16 (Douglas E. Edlin ed., 2007).
69. Id. at 17.
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whose normativity is derived from it realizing its proper function (as shown
below), not from being rule-based. The criteria applied within this practice
cannot be encapsulated in a rule because they cannot be identified until
the practice has been developed. Hart himself points to the primacy of
the practice of recognition when he states that, in case of doubt as to the
content of the RoR, “it could be established by reference to actual practice:
to the way in which courts identify what is to count as law.”70 Stanley Fish
accuses Hart of putting the cart (the practice) before the horse (the rule
(s) governing the practice), stating that “[i]f . . . one can know the rule
only by extrapolating from practice, then practice rather than being gener-
ated or tested by the rule is the source of the rule.”71 This criticism is
completely unjustified: the primacy of practice is not a fault but a feature
of Hart’s theory, when seen from the perspective of Millikan’s theory of
conventions.

B. Arbitrariness of Legal Conventions

Millikan concurs with Lewis’s view that conventions are arbitrary, i.e., that
every convention has a viable alternative.72 The conventional organization
of traffic illustrates the point. Whether the right or left side of the road is
chosen is arbitrary because a viable alternative is always available.

The difference between Millikan and Lewis concerns constraints on arbi-
trariness, i.e., the limits within which the community is indifferent between
the available alternatives to a conventional behavior. As Lewis points out, a
given coordination problem may have several solutions, each capable of
achieving several coordination equilibria.73 These equilibria can differ in
quality, i.e., they can be Pareto superior or inferior.74 The criterion for
choosing one solution over another is the preference of the actors.75

For Millikan, the constraints on arbitrariness do not depend on the
actors’ mental states (their beliefs, intentions or—as in Lewis—prefer-
ences),76 but on the ability of the convention to perform its function. In
Millikan’s terminology, the difference between Pareto superior and inferior
equilibria can be expressed as the difference between two conventional
behaviors that realize the proper function of the convention in a better
or worse manner. She assesses the quality of conventions in terms of
whether and to what extent they reflect the state of the world (in conven-
tions whose proper function is to create proper beliefs about the world)

70. HART, supra note 2, at 105.
71. STANLEY FISH, DOING WHAT COMES NATURALLY: CHANGE, RHETORIC, AND THE PRACTICE OF THEORY

IN LITERARY AND LEGAL STUDIES (1995), at 510.
72. LEWIS, supra note 1, at 69–70.
73. Id. at 14.
74. Mandy Simons & Kevin J.S. Zollman, Natural Conventions and Indirect Speech Acts, 19

PHILOSOPHERS’ IMPRINT 1, 7 (2019).
75. LEWIS, supra note 1, at 5–8.
76. Postema, supra note 4, at 489.
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and/or their effectiveness in changing behavior (in conventions whose
proper function is to cause people to do things).
Arbitrariness is often linked with another feature of conventions, viz the

underdetermination of values by the conventions that serve them, i.e., the
fact that a value can be realized or served in a number of different ways.77 At
a certain stage of its development, a particular society may use a particular
convention to achieve its purposes and values. If a better way of realizing
those values presents itself, the society may switch to it. This switch would
not primarily be the result of a change in individual preferences, but of
the new convention being better suited to fulfilling its proper function,
and therefore less arbitrary.78

Perceiving the arbitrariness of conventions from the perspective of the
underdetermination of values explains why there can be disagreement con-
cerning the application of a particular convention (the actors may disagree
on the best way of fulfilling its proper function). It also explains the change
mechanism of conventional behavior (a better conventional solution, i.e., a
better determination of an underlying value, incrementally gains traction in
a particular society by being reproduced increasingly often, and gradually
displacing the older one). Elucidating the arbitrariness of conventions
with recourse to Millikan’s notion of proper function therefore puts us in
a better position to explain the possibility of disagreement and the change
mechanism in conventions—phenomena not easily explained by Lewisian
conventionalism. If, as according to Lewis, most members of a community
have to follow a convention before it can qualify as such, then it would seem
that any amendment necessarily involves its temporary absence, i.e., a shift
from Convention A to Convention B necessarily involves a gradual depar-
ture from the former and an equally gradual arrival at the latter. There is
therefore a period during which neither A nor B are universally followed.
If the constraint on the arbitrariness involved in choosing a convention is

that the latter has to perform its proper function, the arbitrariness of the
conventional practice of recognition also has its constraints. Some relate
to the fact that the conventions involved in legal practice are leader-follower
conventions, within which the leader has to be able to tell the follower what
to follow. Promulgation fulfills that role in the legal system. Publishing a stat-
ute is an act of public communication in which the leader apprises the fol-
lowers of mandatory acts and/or omissions. That promulgation is not
optional and therefore not arbitrary is confirmed by Fuller, who includes
promulgation in his list of eight features that a law has to possess to be
law proper.79

The Fullerian list details further limitations on the arbitrariness of legal
conventions in general, and on recognitional practice in particular. Some

77. Id. at 529.
78. MARMOR, supra note 4, at 74.
79. LON L. FULLER, MORALITY OF LAW (1969).
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of these necessary features concern the content of the law, not its form or
promulgation. For instance, the Fullerian requirement that the law does not
have contradictory rules or impose impossible obligations clearly concerns
the content of legal rules. As those requirements are necessary, they cannot
be arbitrary. Unless it meets those requirements, the law cannot perform its
proper function of the leader-follower convention, as it cannot guide behav-
ior. After all, nobody can respond to a conventional action that simultane-
ously requires doing A and not doing A (contradiction) or doing the
impossible. If there is no possible response, then the convention will
never be reproduced.

The above considerations lead to two important consequences of
Millikanian conventionalism for our understanding of recognitional prac-
tice. First, recognitional practice is based on a convention that is not wholly
artificial and arbitrary: it has to meet certain requirements in order to serve
its proper function. Second, contrary to a belief that is widespread in juris-
prudence, some of those requirements concern the content of the law, not
its source or form.80 Recognitional practice therefore has to recognize the
content of legal rules. In other words, if recognition is a form of uptake that
the law requires for its validity,81 then the followers (officials) are, in certain
situations, obliged to not recognize the rules of some content as valid.82

The arbitrariness of conventions need not be transparent to everyone
involved in following them, as conventional behaviors may be copied habit-
ually and nonreflectively through conditioning. The extent to which it is
transparent can differentiate professionals from laypeople. The former
are usually better informed about the available alternatives to a convention
than the latter. This difference helps explain the respective roles of officials
and laypeople involved in the conventional recognitional practice in law, as
envisioned by Hart.

80. Fábio Perin Shecaira, Sources of Law Are Not Legal Norms, 28 RATIO JURIS 15 (2015).
81. Postema, supra note 4, at 499.
82. Based on this thesis, some critics of Millikan’s conventionalism could deny its ability to

defend legal positivism that is argued for later in this paper. They could argue that if the con-
ventional practice of recognition, seen from the perspective of Millikan’s theory, is to deliver its
proper function, it cannot be completely arbitrary, i.e., it has to meet some requirements. As
some of these requirements can be content-based, and not source-based, the argument
would go, Millikan’s conventionalism itself can reinforce the anti-positivistic positions rather
than counter them. This critical argument would be valid only when one assumes that the abil-
ity of a convention to deliver proper function depends on the moral content of legal rules.
Nothing in Millikan’s argument shows that this is necessarily the case. The ability to deliver
proper function can depend on whether legal rules are properly communicated, whether
they have been issued by someone with authority, or whether their content is in line with
other rules that do not need to have a particular content themselves. It may be the case that
to have a survival value the system of rules needs to include some particular rules, but
this claim is hardly anti-positivistic, as it is similar to Hart’s viability thesis. See Leslie Green,
The Morality in Law 18 (Oxford Legal Studies Research Paper No. 12/2013, 2013), https://
dx.doi.org/10.2139/ssrn.2223760. I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer for pressing me
to elaborate on this issue.
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Moreover, the discussion on which features of legal conventions are arbi-
trary can be a source of theoretical dispute between conventional practice
participants. And when a particular participant arrives at a better under-
standing of the arbitrary or nonarbitrary nature of a particular feature of
law, he/she may attempt to shift recognitional practice in a new direction.
If that shift is followed by others, there will be a change in conventional
practice. Therefore, the new light that Millikanian conventionalism sheds
on the arbitrariness of conventions facilitates understanding of how conven-
tions—and by corollary, recognitional practices—evolve.83

C. Compliance-Dependence of Legal Conventions

Millikan, contrary to Lewis,84 argues that conventions need not be adhered
to universally or almost universally to operate successfully, although blind
coordinations (e.g., the conventions for redialing when a connection is bro-
ken or traffic conventions) may be an exception.85 The conventions used in
half-blind and open coordinations, however, do not require regular confor-
mity.86 These “leader-follower” conventions need only be adhered to in a
critical mass of cases. Linguistic conventions are an example,87 as are
legal conventions, RoR included. As Millikan argues:

all that is required for a leader-follower convention to survive, to be repeated
and passed on, is to succeed in coordinating the interests of speakers and
hearers some critical proportion of the time, weighing the value of coordina-
tion successes against the disvalue of failures. . . . Regular successes are not
needed to maintain a leader-follower coordination convention, any more
than they are needed to maintain many biological traits. If the cat catches
one mouse for every ten pounces, and the beggar receives one quarter for
every ten people accosted, it is sensible for both to keep at it.88

In other words, a precedent only has to fulfill its proper function in a suf-
ficient number of cases to proliferate. Not deferring to it does not endanger
the conventional practice so long as it makes the social actors better off
overall.
It may be objected that the advantage of Millikan’s model is dubious, as

competing approaches can accommodate errors and defections from the
conventional practice, provided that the practice itself is patterned enough
for the convention to be discerned. It is important to stress that Millikan
does not simply lower the threshold of compliance in conventions as

83. Postema, supra note 4, at 527.
84. LEWIS, supra note 1, at 42.
85. The effectiveness of these conventions depends on some degree of regular conformity, as

there is no chance (broken connection) or no time (traffic) for communication between its
members. Millikan, Language Conventions, supra note 12, at 12.
86. Id.
87. R.G. Millikan, A Difference of Some Consequence, supra note 12, at 88.
88. Id.
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compared with Lewis; she takes a completely different approach to
compliance-dependence. Her theory does not require even general compli-
ance for a convention to exist: it can apply to rare occurrences (as in the
beggar example), so long as it delivers a proper function. Moreover, as it
would be an oversimplification to say that biological evolution accommo-
dates errors and defections (if anything, it is fueled by them), it would be
an oversimplification to say that a robust theory of conventions only has
to accommodate errors in the conventional practice. It has to explain how
the defections help develop it. Compliance-dependence, which in Lewisian
conventionalism is a metaphysical condition for the convention to exist,89

is also a crucial theoretical barrier to explaining how conventions can change
over time. Another advantage of Millikan’s non-compliance-dependent
approach is that her theory is free from that barrier.90

In Lewisian conventionalism, the requirement for universal adherence is
linked with the requirement for compliance-dependence or mutuality of
conventions.91 Compliance-dependence, or the conviction that deferring
to conventions is necessarily linked with the expectation that other social
actors will do likewise, is perceived by many as a definitional feature of con-
ventions:92 “the point of complying with the convention depends on the
compliance of others—absent their compliance one does not have reason
to comply.”93

Millikan’s approach to compliance-dependence is different: it is based on
the local perspective of an acting individual whose knowledge of others’
intentions and preferences is limited, and for whom complex reasoning
about other people’s future behavior may be impossible or impracticable
due to lack of time or ability. This difference is nicely encapsulated by a ref-
erence to Hume’s metaphor, in which conventional arrangements in a soci-
ety can be compared to a vaulted ceiling, “each stone having a place and
depending on the others to accomplish their common task.”94 The very
act of perceiving the vaulted ceiling is only possible from an external stand-
point from which the entire conventional arrangement is visible. This is the
Lewisian perspective. Millikan’s perspective is subjective and internal. It is
the perspective of a particular stone in a vaulted ceiling or of an actor tak-
ing part in a project that he/she does not need to perceive holistically as a
wider activity or plan.95

Consequently, Millikan not only holds that conventions do not need to be
adhered to universally, but that a competent social actor, despite having

89. See LEWIS, supra note 1, at 42, 58.
90. See infra note 105, in which the mechanism of conventional change is discussed.
91. Postema, supra note 4, at 488.
92. Id. at 487.
93. Id. at 488.
94. Id.
95. Id.
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limited knowledge about other people’s internal states and preferences, at
least knows that they do not always defer to conventions. This renders any
unconditional assumption about other people’s behavior counterfactual.
Any expectation of compliance is limited to a tentative expectation concern-
ing the other party, i.e., the actor present here and now, and not the whole
community. Contrary to Lewis and Grice, no endless doxastic cascade of
expectations is in play.96

For Millikan, the expectation of general compliance is not a factor in
decision-making (i.e., a reason for answering “Should I follow that conven-
tion?” in the affirmative), but rather a more general result of a community’s
following useful conventions. For Lewis, conventions work because they are
followed; for Millikan, they are followed because they work. The existence
of a convention depends on the benefit that accrues to both leader and fol-
lower from deferring to it, not their mutual expectations that it will be fol-
lowed unconditionally and without exception (i.e., even if the convention
does not bring about the desired result). In other words, whether others
do something is no longer a compelling argument for me to do likewise.
The only valid reason for following the convention is that it performs a
proper function and delivers a survival value. If those benefits induce a sig-
nificant portion of society to follow conventions, widespread compliance is
a consequence of those benefits, not their cause.
The fact that Millikanian conventionalism is not compliance-dependent

saves it from most of the criticism raised against its Lewisian counterpart.
The key point of that criticism has always been that legal conventions are
not compliance-dependent like Lewisian conventions. Dickson convincingly
argues that the RoR is not a conventional rule, as compliance-dependence
is not among the reasons it is followed.97 Shapiro, Toh, and Raz similarly
base their criticism of conventionalism on its compliance-dependence.98

Millikan’s approach shows that a practice can be conventional even if it is
not compliance-dependent. It is obviously not sufficient to prove, contra
Dickson, that the RoR, as envisaged by Hart, is a conventional rule, as
Dickson’s arguments are compelling. Hart could not possibly have been
familiar with Millikanian conventionalism (although her most important
book on the philosophy of language was published in 1984, her works on
conventions were published long after Hart’s death). Therefore, any
claim that Millikanian conventionalism could define the original Hartian
RoR is at best speculation.
However, the fact that Hart could not have applied Millikan’s theory to

the practice of recognition does not mean that we cannot do so. Legal phi-
losophers abandoned conventionalism primarily because of its compliance-
dependence, and consequently, its inability to explain why legal rules are

96. Bart Geurts, Convention and Common Ground, 33 MIND LANG. 115, 117 (2018).
97. See Dickson, supra note 3, at 386.
98. See supra note 8.
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obeyed (because others do so can be discounted). Therefore, a convention-
alist approach whose main tenet is not compliance-dependence offers a
chance to revisit conventionalism, and paves the way for a post-Hartian
approach to the recognitional practice, based on the initial Hartian intui-
tion that sufficiently sophisticated conventionalism is able to explain how
a social practice can produce law.

Millikan’s position concerning adherence to conventions and their
compliance-dependence helps answer several challenges to Lewisian con-
ventionalism, one of which is critical, viz how it is possible for social conven-
tions to be disputed by their users if they have to be universally adhered
to.99 This question has a crucial bearing on discussions concerning the rec-
ognitional practice.

If leader-follower conventions do not need to be adhered to universally,
and recognitional practice is based on a convention of that type, then it
does not need to be adhered to universally. This is a crucial difference
between how recognitional practice is perceived by the Lewisian and
Millikanian conventionalisms. Millikan does not regard the possibility of
an individual refusing to follow a convention as a threat to its existence.
On the contrary, it is an intrinsic, and indeed necessary, component of a
living conventional practice, which—due to its evolutionary nature—is a
process of trial and error.100 Therefore, both leaders and followers can pro-
pose new solutions. Their sole assessment criterion is whether they promote
or hinder the proper function of the convention.

A leader may decline to follow a convention by expressing a directive in a
modified way, or by explaining the purpose of the directive to the follower
before issuing it (not having done so previously). If these sorts of modifica-
tions make the follower more inclined to follow the directive, they will pro-
liferate. On the other hand, the follower might refuse to follow a particular
directive because following it would deprive society of an important benefit
achieved by another, earlier directive. As a result, society may change the
convention by allowing the followers to weigh the results of following one
directive against another (a kind of state of necessity). These two examples
show that society is not concerned that conventions remain intact, but that
they are effective in bringing about their customary benefits. And conven-
tions sometimes have to change to stay effective.

Millikanian conventionalism can help ease the “dialectical tension”
between continuity and novelty in law and legal interpretation, signaled
by Raz. Arguing that continuity naturally secures legal stability (“That things
happen in a certain way makes it right, or good, that they should continue
to happen in that way”),101 he illustrates this with the example of conven-
tions, as the category “in which behaviour is justified if, and normally

99. Postema, supra note 4, at 504.
100. BRIAN SKYRMS, SIGNALS: EVOLUTION, LEARNING, AND INFORMATION (2010), at 175.
101. Raz, supra note 8, at 174.
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only if, a general practice exists.”102 This touches on the problem of the
compliance-dependence of conventions. Raz also argues, however, that
interpretative practice in law “lives in spaces where fidelity to an original
and openness to novelty mix.”103 Once more, it is extremely difficult to rec-
oncile the compliance-dependence of Lewisian conventionalism with its
openness to change, as the consensus required by compliance-dependence
hinders innovation. In Millikanian conventionalism, by contrast, the dialec-
tical tension finds its full explanation: the precedent-based conventional
practice ensures stability, but the fact that it is not compliance-dependent
allows for innovation and incremental change. In fine, Millikanian conven-
tionalism is more compliant with Raz’s expectations toward interpretative
practice than its Lewisian counterpart.
Another challenge that Lewisian conventionalism seems unable to meet

is that of Kutz, viz how can the fact that getting things right is often more
important than getting them together be explained by Lewisian conven-
tionalism?104 Or as Postema formulated it: How can the phenomenon of
“go it alone” in conventional practices be explained?105 These challenges
are inextricably linked with the crucial problem of how disagreements are
possible in a conventional practice that by definition is based on universal
adherence. As Lewis’s commentators stress, even if such disagreements
appear (as they must), they have to be made consilient.106

According to Millikan, they do not have to. She removed the main obsta-
cle to reconciling the existence of communicative conventions with individ-
ual defection therefrom when she demonstrated that they did not have to
be universally adhered to. Once conventional practice is understood as
being based on precedent, individual defections are like mutations,107

i.e., they are either improvements or deteriorations in realizing the proper
function and delivering survival value. If they are deteriorations, they are
simply not reproduced, and therefore do not threaten the stability of the
conventional practice. If they are improvements, they are reproduced
because of their superior ability to bring about the proper function the con-
ventional practice serves.

102. Id.
103. Id. at 180.
104. Christopher Kutz, The Judicial Community, 11 PHIL. ISSUES 442, 456 (2001).
105. Postema, supra note 4, at 540. The commentators are right that it is conceptually diffi-

cult to imagine a revolutionary change in the Lewisian, compliance-dependent conventional-
ism. See Toh, supra note 8. In Millikanian conventionalism, both an incremental change and
an innovation can be introduced if the proper function so requires. See Toh’s example of
Chief Justice Marshall’s recognition of the doctrine of judicial review in Marbury v. Madison
as an example of a radical change in conventional practice and his discussion of revolutionaries
in music and art whose behavior can similarly be explained by the need to promote the proper
function of a particular artistic or musical practice. Toh, supra note 8, at 338.
106. Postema, supra note 4, at 493.
107. For a discussion on treating changes in behaviors as mutations in cultural evolution, see

HARMS, supra note 26, at 167–168.
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In Millikan’s conventionalism, disagreement is not a “bug,” but an
“undocumented feature,” which ensures that they work and will therefore
endure. Precedent-based conventional practice is a process of trial and
error, where the convention is constantly adjusted to suit the changing envi-
ronment and new states of affairs. Millikanian conventionalism is based on
the externalist concept of language and mind.108 As such, it recognizes that
any change in the external world or in our knowledge thereof may have a
crucial impact on the content of our language and thoughts. As a corollary,
that change can force a change in our conventions, if they are to remain
effective tools in a changing world. The participants in the conventional
practice, recognizing that a change has occurred in the world, are not
only permitted, but in some sense obliged, to argue for a change to the con-
ventions, if they care for the common good.

Therefore, to ensure that the convention delivers the usual benefits and
concomitant survival value, it is sometimes necessary to “go it alone” (e.g.,
when faced with a novel situation). And it is always more important to get
things right than to get them together. “To get things right” means to
apply the convention in such a way as to ensure that its proper function
is fulfilled. And this may require a change in the conventional behavior.

Because Millikanian conventions do not have to be universally adhered
to, her theory is better suited than Lewisian conventionalism to answer
the fundamental challenge of contestability.109 Postema argues that it
would be a serious mistake to think that, while legal practice in general is
essentially discursive, i.e., consists in arguing which conduct is required
by law, it is not so at its conventional foundations.110 A comprehensive
account of legal conventions must acknowledge that the recognitional prac-
tice is not hermetically sealed from controversy, but is rather shaped by it.111

Unfortunately, despite recognizing the fundamental adversarial nature of
law, none of the accounts of legal conventions hitherto proposed have
sought to explain it within a wider theory of conventions, and the commen-
tators admit as much.112 Jurisprudence is still waiting for a theory of conven-
tions that can accommodate the essentially discursive aspect of law.113

Millikanian conventionalism successfully meets that challenge. First, it
provides a theoretical space for differences of opinion within conventional

108. The externalist theory of meaning and content holds that what we mean by our sen-
tences is not in our heads, but depends on how our language maps the world. Content and
meaning are determined by external, not internal, factors, i.e., by the state of the world, not
the mind. See Hilary Putnam, The Meaning of ‘Meaning’, in 7 MINNESOTA STUDIES IN THE

PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE 131 (1975).
109. Postema, supra note 4, at 536–537. The contestability problem in law appears under the

guise of the Dworkinian challenge to legal positivism based on its alleged inability to explain
theoretical disagreements. For a concise summary of this discussion see Barbara Baum
Levenbook, Dworkin’s Theoretical Disagreement Argument, 10 PHIL. COMPASS 1 (2015).
110. Postema, supra note 4, at 537.
111. Id.
112. Id. at 517, 536.
113. Id. at 536.
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practice, as universal agreement is not a necessary tenet.114 Second, the
precedent-based nature of Millikanian conventional practice not only allows
for, but necessarily requires, that the parties present arguments for or
against the relevant similarity between the target situation and the source
situations.
Millikan draws the inevitable conclusion from a fact that Lewis noticed

but ultimately neglected, viz that no new instance of applying conventions
is identical to the previous ones.115 If this is the case, then whether the fea-
tures of the new situation in which a conventional behavior is to be copied
are relevantly similar to the previous situations will often be subject to dis-
pute. In cases of obvious similarity, the argumentative aspect of the practice
may go unnoticed. It is, however, conspicuous in hard cases, when not only
the similarity of the situations, but also the relevant features under which
that similarity is to be assessed, are open to question. As a consequence,
those who have adopted a given convention may differ both as to its require-
ments and its applicability to a particular case.
Millikanian conventionalism consequently proves that disagreement and

conventions may not only peacefully coexist, but can symbiotically support
each other. This claim is of the utmost importance to our understanding of
the nature of the RoR. By accommodating disagreement within the theory
of conventions, Millikan’s conventionalism allows those aspects of rules on
which lawyers disagree to be included in recognitional practice. A case in
point are the rules of legal interpretation, which have been traditionally
perceived as not belonging to the “criteria” of the RoR on account of
their fundamental disputability.116 Millikan’s redefinition of the compliance-
dependence of conventions helps explain the “go it alone” phenomenon,
i.e., the tendency to unilaterally withdraw from a convention.117 Millikanian
conventionalism does not regard this tendency as necessarily reprehensible,
not least because an individual may decline to follow a convention to
strengthen, not weaken, the conventional practice by improving its ability
to perform its proper function. In other words, defection does not have
to be the result of an idiosyncratic need to apply personal preferences or
criteria to the conventional practice.118 It may be caused by a completely
sober decision that doing things differently will be better for society.
Therefore, the convention users may argue for a change in the conven-
tional practice, if they find that change is necessary to preserve the ability
of the convention to perform its proper function.119

114. Contrary to other accounts, based on Gilbert’s fiat or Bratman’s (and Shapiro’s) shared
plans.
115. LEWIS, supra note 1, at 37–38.
116. Greenberg, supra note 10, at 193.
117. Postema, supra note 4, at 494.
118. Id.
119. Two varieties of theoretical disagreement about the grounds of law can be distin-

guished: intralegal disagreements between lateral interpreters (mainly judges), and disagree-
ments between actors who perceive them from an extrajudicial perspective (like two referees
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Therefore, in her response to Kutz’s challenge to Lewisian conventional-
ism (why getting things right is more important than getting them
together),120 Millikan might well have argued that it is definitely more
important to get things right than to get them together. After all, the
real value of conventional practice is not about doing what others do, but
doing the right things, i.e., the things that put the participants in a better
position vis-à-vis the world they are navigating.

By answering the challenge of contestability, Millikan’s conventionalism
lays the groundwork for a definitive rebuttal of the Dworkinian challenge
to legal positivism, in particular his claim that immanent contestability in
law is inconsistent with it.121 That claim is true with regard to theories
based on the Lewisian account, as they inherit all the problems which
that kind of conventionalism encounters, in particular its compliance-
dependence, and therefore became hereditarily vulnerable to the chal-
lenge of contestability. Millikan’s conventionalism is impervious to this chal-
lenge and therefore better suited to strengthen the conventionalist
justification of legal positivism.

D. Necessity of Ensuring Coordination in Legal Conventions

Lewis perceived conventions as solutions to the coordination problems that
societies face. As with the other elements of his theory, this claim has drawn
criticism.122 Conventional behaviors may have other functions, e.g., produc-
ing a mental representation in another individual or expressing an emo-
tion.123 Millikan’s approach allows for a greater variety of benefits
accruing from conventions, and thus obviates the problem signaled by
Marmor, viz that constitutive conventions cannot be easily accommodated
within Lewis’s concept of conventions, as they do not solve coordination
problems.124

arguing about the value of the offside rule in soccer while watching a match on TV). The main
challenge for traditional conventionalism is that it can explain the latter, but not the former,
because of the extremely strong assumption concerning the convergence of officials in their
approach to applying a convention resulting from the compliance-dependence requirement.
It is important to stress that Millikanian conventionalism allows for a theoretical intralegal dis-
agreement about the grounds of law. The leader-follower construction of Millikanian conven-
tions may suggest that her theory explains the relations between two actors located at different
levels of institutional hierarchies, and as such cannot be applied to lateral interpreters. It
should, however, be borne in mind that, in Millikan’s theory, two judges who disagree on
the grounds of law are followers disputing how to react to the communicative, conventional
behavior initiated by the lawmaker.
120. Kutz, supra note 104, at 456.
121. Postema, supra note 4, at 528.
122. GILBERT, supra note 4, at 214–217.
123. Millikan, Language Conventions, supra note 12, at 2.
124. MARMOR, supra note 4, at 22. Marmor’s concept of constitutive conventions, whose pri-

mary function is to constitute certain social practices like etiquette or games, repudiates one of
Lewis’s central claims, viz that all conventions have evolved to solve coordination problems.
Marmor contends that constitutive conventions could not have evolved to do so, as there was
no coordination problem to solve before they came into being, and that RoR is a constitutive
convention. Marmor’s example of chess as the paragon of a practice in which constitutive
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Millikan concurs that some conventions have a proper function other
than coordination, e.g., the conventions of fashion can have a proper func-
tion of signaling membership of a particular group, manifesting status,
showing respect, etc.125 Therefore, Marmor is correct in his assertion that
not all conventions ensure coordination. The direct proper function of
some conventions is to elicit a mental representation or a combination of
mental representations.126 Whether these mental representations are
used for coordination or for some other purpose is another issue.127

Another essential difference between Lewisian and Millikanian conven-
tionalisms is their diametrically opposed assumptions on whether coordina-
tion preceded communication or vice versa. Lewis assumed that
coordination must have come first, because establishing a language would
have required nonlinguistic (hence noncommunicative) conventions.
Millikan perceives language and communication in the much broader
sense of deriving information from the environment. She doesn’t differen-
tiate between deriving information from conventional signs and natural
signs (e.g., between hearing someone say “it will rain” and seeing dark
clouds gathering overhead).128 With this broader understanding of commu-
nication processes, any coordination is dependent on a prior derivation of
information, hence on communication sensu largo.
Millikan’s leader-follower conventions are similar to a subset of conven-

tions that Lewis called “two-sided signalling conventions,” within which
“the coordination needed is coordination between communicator and audi-
ence.”129 In some situations, these conventions are one-sided, e.g., when
the role of the leader is not perceived, but the signs left by him or her
are (Lewis’s example is traffic lights). In a one-sided signaling convention

conventions operate is misleading. Chess cannot possibly solve any real-life coordination prob-
lem for the simple reason that, being a game, it is by definition detached from real life. Its con-
stitutive conventions can therefore be perceived as autonomous. The constitutive function in
law, by contrast, is directly linked to real-world coordination problems (e.g., the conventions
constituting money are elements of the conventions that solve the coordination problem of
exchanging goods and services). Millikan’s model of leader-follower conventions shows that
constitutive conventions are indispensable components of open coordination conventions
that function in wider conventional systems whose proper function is to solve coordination
problems. Marmor is also incorrect in stating that the constitution of the statuses of social
actors (e.g., judges) must always precede the coordination between them. The phenomenon
of “accommodation,” as a redressive action that involves “context-repair,” shows that constitut-
ing an individual’s power can be subsequent to exercising that power, i.e., it can be reversely
accommodated. Rae Langton, How to Get a Norm from a Speech Act, 10 THE AMHERST LECTURE

IN PHILOSOPHY 1 (2015). Therefore, Millikan’s conventionalism can counter Marmor’s criticism
more successfully than its Lewisian counterpart.
125. That conventions in Millikan can realize functions other than coordination make her

theory less vulnerable to Green’s criticism of Lewisian conventionalism, according to which
law “does a lot of things apart from coordinating action, and that is as it should be.” Green,
supra note 3, at 42.
126. Postema, supra note 4, at 528–529.
127. Id. at 490.
128. MILLIKAN, BEYOND CONCEPTS, supra note 13, at 185.
129. LEWIS, supra note 1, at 130.
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“the coordination needed was either between communicators or between
members of the audience.”130

The question of the identities of the leader and follower, i.e., between
whom such communication is to take place, naturally arises.131 In linguistic
conventions, the leader is the speaker and the follower the hearer. The for-
mer performs the first part of the convention by describing the world or
issuing a directive, and the latter responds by forming a belief based on
that description or by complying with the directive. What are the identities
of the leader and follower in legal conventions, especially in the RoR?132

Whose actions are coordinated by it?
The traditional jurisprudential approach holds that recognitional prac-

tice is a one-sided convention in Lewis’s terminology, i.e., a convention
that ensures coordination between officials as audience members.133 The
interaction within recognitional practice is therefore horizontal.134 In this
model, the officials are both leaders and followers, e.g., the judges who
applied legal conventions in the past are leaders and the judges who
apply them now are followers. This, however, is counterintuitive to
Millikan. Actually, recognitional practice is a two-sided convention: one
that ensures coordination between a speaker or leader (lawmaker) and
an audience (officials and laypeople).135

The leader-follower relationship in law is vertical, and connects the law-
maker (top) with officials and laypeople (bottom). The coordination
between laypeople or between officials is a by-product of the coordination
between the lawmaker and those two groups. They respond similarly to the
directives issued by the lawmaker, and the coordination between them is a
natural consequence of obeying the lawmaker’s directives.

It is easy to show that the traditional focus on the coordination between
officials is misguided.136 Contemporary societies naturally have many offi-
cials involved in the recognitional practice. It is, however, not hard to imag-
ine a society with a lawmaker, who issues directives to several laypeople, and
with a single official, viz a sole judge responsible for recognizing and

130. Id.
131. Postema, supra note 4, at 513.
132. Not only RoR is a leader-follower convention; other legal conventions may also have this

characteristic. An example of a leader-follower convention that operates in law, other than the
rule of recognition, is a constitutional custom, i.e., a stable pattern of behavior that is not for-
mally enacted but nevertheless followed by the representatives of the constitutional bodies, in
particular one that is based on at least two parties’ cooperation. In some jurisdictions (e.g., in
the United Kingdom) an example of such a behavior is a royal consent to legislation. When the
convention operates normally, a leader (e.g., legislature) carries out a first part of the conven-
tional pattern (submits a piece of legislation for consent), and a follower (e.g., queen) carries
out the other part of the conventional pattern (grants the consent). If the consent is not
granted, the convention is not followed by the follower.
133. Postema, supra note 4, at 515.
134. Id. at 499.
135. R.G. Millikan, A Difference of Some Consequence, supra note 12, at 88.
136. Postema, supra note 4, at 544.
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adjudicating on the directives issued by the lawmaker. Would a recogni-
tional practice operate in such a society?
I believe the answer has to be “yes.” Recall that the main reason for having a

recognitional practice is to mitigate the risk of uncertainty as to which rules are
valid legal rules as opposed to the rules of morality or etiquette. There is no
doubt that a society governed by many rules of different origin will encounter
situations where the status of these rules is doubtful, regardless of whether that
society has one ormany officials. In this example, the sole judge does not need
to coordinate his/her behavior with other officials, but his/her practice of rec-
ognition is nevertheless conventional. The judge frequently reproduces his/
her behavior of recognition in response to the rules issued by the lawmaker,
and can do this by the weight of precedent. If the convention coordinates any-
thing, it is the behavior of the judge vis-à-vis the lawmaker, not other officials
(as in this thought experiment, there are none). The judge is a follower in a
convention that has a “leader-follower” structure.
The reason why jurisprudence has focused on coordination between offi-

cials is simple. Legal philosophers automatically adopt that part of the
Lewisian model intended to explain the conventions applied in blind coor-
dinations, not open coordinations. Legal officials, however, are not sepa-
rated from each other or from the lawmaker, with no possibility to
communicate, as are car drivers and the parties to a broken telephone con-
nection. Therefore, the coordination ensured by recognitional practice has
to be understood as depending on the standardized behavior of followers in
response to the actions of a leader or—in law—on the standardized
response of laypeople and officials to the rules of the lawmaker.
Thanks to its two-sided structure, the leader-follower account of conven-

tional practice, when applied to legal conventions, recognizes that this prac-
tice may include many and varied participants, both skilled (officials) and
unskilled (laypeople). As such, it answers Postema’s challenge of elitism,
i.e., the requirement that a theory of legal conventions accounts for
“outside-the-core participants,” those who are not members of the official
“law-elite.”137 The account proposed by Millikan definitely widens the
scope of conventional practice by including the general population in
“the recognitional community.” This account is close to Hart’s original
approach, and contradicts subsequent developments of his concept of the
RoR on the part of analytical legal philosophers, who banished laypeople
from the realm of conventional legal practice.138

E. Normativity of Conventions in Law

One of the most often criticized features of Lewisian conventionalism is its
inability to explain the normativity of conventions.139 According to Lewis,

137. Postema, supra note 4, at 497, 539.
138. Id. at 542, 544.
139. GILBERT, supra note 4, at 223–225.
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the main reason that social actors follow conventions is that others do. An
obvious problem with this explanation is that it is circular and that it derives
an OUGHT from an IS: the reason for following the conventional rule is the
fact that others follow it.

In Millikan, the normativity of conventions is connected with the notions
of proper function and survival value, i.e., their ability to enhance the fit-
ness of an individual or group. “Fitness-enhancing” and “survival” do not
sound like typical normative terms. As Millikan convincingly argues, how-
ever, “normative terms are not always evaluative, but can indicate any
kind of measure from which actual departures are possible.”140 Eaton
calls this sense of normativity “naturalistic and non-moralizing” and links
it with a performance of some activity that “is proper to a thing.”141

Conventional practices “are concerned with achieving, realizing, respect-
ing, or promoting certain values, principles or aims (individual or collec-
tive).”142 How do these values, principles, and aims relate to fitness or
survival? The survival value generated by a convention is not to be under-
stood as a direct contribution to an individual’s biological fitness. A linguis-
tic convention most often impacts survival indirectly, by enabling
individuals to gather information and coordinate their interactions. For
instance, the conventions that require that promises be kept, or clean
shoes worn, directly generate a value that appears far removed from sur-
vival. After all, nobody dies as a result of not cleaning their shoes. These
conventions, however, help build mutual trust, thereby shortening the
odds of achieving other values more directly linked with survival. Causal
links between a particular convention and its ultimate survival value often
remain nontransparent to the social actors involved. Children are simply
taught to be polite to each other and to defer to age. The rest is taken
care of by an intricate network of interrelated proper functions that have
emerged from a reproduced structure of conventions developed in society.

Millikan’s normativity of conventions can be understood in the classical
sense, i.e., in terms of conventions’ ability to provide reasons for action.
The will to realize the proper function and thereby bring about a survival
value is definitely such a reason, even if the actions of the convention
users are the result of habit and conditioning. Millikan’s approach to con-
ventions is therefore not open to the charge of deriving “ought” from “is.”
In contrast to Lewis, she does not claim that people ought to defer to con-
ventions because others do so, but because the conventions have survival
value. In fulfilling proper functions, they make people better off by helping
them navigate the world and achieve their goals.

140. R.G. Millikan,Wings, Spoons, Pills, and Quills: A Pluralist Theory of Function, 96 J. PHIL. 191,
192–193 (1999).
141. A.W. Eaton, Artifacts and Their Functions, in THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF HISTORY AND

MATERIAL CULTURE 38 (Ivan Gaskell & Sarah Anne Carter eds., 2020).
142. Postema, supra note 4, at 494.
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The normativity in Millikan’s conventionalism has a biological dimen-
sion. She argues that the mental representation the leader evokes in the fol-
lower by using a linguistic convention is necessarily a pushmi-pullyu
representation (PPR): “two-faced representation telling both what the case
is and also what might be done about or with it.”143 This means that the
content of the mental representation evoked by the linguistic convention
is both descriptive and normative: it presents the follower with “affordan-
ces,” understood as opportunities for actions to achieve valuable ends.144

Millikan’s biological explanation of normativity may seem odd to those
accustomed to discussing the normativity of conventions in terms of values.
Millikan’s approach, however, is by no means idiosyncratic. Meredith
Williams explains how we are biologically programmed to follow conven-
tions “blindly” or conditioned to do so through acculturation. Following
conventions in normal circumstances becomes second nature, tantamount
to acting “with right but without justification.”145 Millikan’s account of nor-
mativity in which the social ultimately serves our basic biological purposes of
survival and reproduction is similarly naturalistic, but not reductive.
The reason to continue applying a convention, viz the prospect of bene-

fiting from the survival value that it has hitherto generated, is biological in
nature:146 “the normative element that is involved when one means to fol-
low a rule is biological purposiveness.”147 Copying behavior (here tanta-
mount to following a convention, both by leader and followers) is
intended to realize biological aims; it fulfills functions in accordance with
evolutionary design.148 These biological purposes and functions that consti-
tute our reasons to act may be both innate and learned.149

Achieving biological goals through behavior is very often based on follow-
ing what Millikan calls a “proximal rule,” which ultimately leads to following
a “distal rule.”150 In the course of their evolutionary history, organisms
acquire the ability to follow simple and easy-to-follow (proximal) rules
that—if conditions allow—ensure that those organisms defer to more com-
plex and more difficult-to-follow rules. Millikan’s example: if a rat is sick
within hours of eating something, it will never eat anything with a similar

143. MILLIKAN, BEYOND CONCEPTS, supra note 13, at 223; R.G. Millikan, Pushmi-Pullyu
Representations, 9 PHIL. PERSPS. 185 (1995).
144. MILLIKAN, BEYOND CONCEPTS, supra note 13, at 62.
145. MEREDITH WILLIAMS, WITTGENSTEIN, MIND AND MEANING (TOWARDS A SOCIAL CONCEPTION OF

MIND) (2002), at 168–169.
146. R.G. Millikan, Truth Rules, Hoverflies, and the Kripke-Wittgenstein Paradox, in RULE

FOLLOWING AND MEANING 209 (Alexander Miller & Crispin Wright eds., 2002).
147. Id. at 219.
148. Id. at 215.
149. Id. at 221.
150. Id. at 219. This discussion of “rules” should not be construed as a departure from the

claim that conventions are precedent-based. The proximal “rule” is a biologically designed dis-
position for precedent-based behavior and distal “rules” are valuable purposes achieved by
social actors. None of them should be understood as having an expressible propositional con-
tent, consciously perceived by social actors as governing their behavior.
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taste again.151 The proximal rule “If ingesting a substance is followed by ill-
ness, do not ingest anything with that taste again” is easy to follow.152 This
rule is a biological means to following the more distal rule: “Do not eat poi-
sonous substances.”153 Obviously, following the proximal rule does not nec-
essarily lead to following the distal rule—eating cheese and getting sick for
an unrelated reason may cause a rat to follow the proximal rule without fol-
lowing the distal one, in which case it would fail to achieve the proper func-
tion of the whole mechanism (cheese is not poisonous). The idea behind
the “proximal-distal” distinction is, however, that a normative biological
mechanism can lead to a simple rule being followed automatically, which
in turn leads to another, more complex rule being followed unconsciously.

The “proximal-distal” distinction can be useful in analyzing the normativ-
ity of conventions. It can safely be assumed that we follow many conventions
out of habit or conditioning, and that the reasons for this are not fully trans-
parent to us. Nevertheless, following such conventions often enough leads
—if circumstances allow—to realizing more distal functions and purposes.
Take the convention of obeying someone in authority. Our reaction to a
command may be based on a PPR of the state of affairs we are to bring
about as a result of the command or on conditioning that has made us auto-
matically obey the commands of someone in authority. It is safe to assume
that law, being based on a set of leader-follower conventions, began with
individual leaders issuing ad hoc commands to individual followers.
Those commands, like all linguistic tools, exploited the innate human
mechanism(s) to respond to directive language. Thus, the normativity of
simple directives is a result of our natural, and often involuntary, predispo-
sition to create PPRs in response. In terms of the proximal-distal rule dis-
tinction, the reaction to simple directives is a result of following the
proximal rule: “Do as you’re told.” This easy-to-follow rule is a tool for fol-
lowing the distal rule “Coordinate your behavior with others.” Realizing the
distal rule and obtaining its survival value are not guaranteed by following
the proximal rule (the command may be unreasonable or impossible to
obey). Generally, however, the biological normative mechanism that
makes humans respond to commands contributes to achieving the more
distal purpose of coordinating their actions.

Those legal positivists who accepted the Lewisian account of conventions
encountered a serious problem with normativity, viz that the Lewisian con-
ventions are factual regularities. As such, they cannot provide social actors
with genuine reasons to act.154 Millikan, however, holds that a conventional

151. Id. at 222.
152. Id. at 219.
153. Id. at 221.
154. Normativity is a notion widely discussed in legal theory and the frames of this paper do

not allow for even summarizing that discussion. Following Brian Bix, I assume that the problem
of normativity in law should be analyzed in terms of reasons for action, and focused on the
question whether these reasons are of the relevant type. For a more detailed discussion of
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practice is adopted (consciously or unconsciously) to reproduce behaviors
that have generated a survival value in the past. The challenge of normativ-
ity is met when Millikan’s theory is transplanted to law: legal conventions
should not be followed because others do so, but because they have survival
value, thereby enhancing the fitness of individuals and the groups of which
they form part.
The precedent-based nature of a conventional recognitional practice

implies that following it is tantamount to deferring to previous acts of rec-
ognition. People copy the behavior of their predecessors when the target
situation is relevantly similar to the source situations, and refuse to do so
otherwise. Previous behaviors are not copied because others do so, but
because the conventional practice generates a survival value to the society
and the individuals that comprise it. In this sense, those who continue
the practice have a duty to treat similar situations similarly and different
ones differently. The conventional recognitional practice is normative
because the onus is on those not following it to justify their refusal (the
“comply or explain” principle).
The “proximal-distal rule” distinction can be also applied to recognitional

practice. Here the proximal rule would be “Recognize rules that are X as
valid.” Following this proximal rule would lead to following the distal rule
“Ensure that the legal system X is coherent and effective.” Obviously, follow-
ing the proximal rule does not guarantee that the distal rule will be fol-
lowed. In the critical mass of cases, however, it has, and so we continue
to operate according to that proximal-distal formula.
The “proximal-distal” distinction reveals another difference between offi-

cials and laypeople, and their respective roles within recognitional practice.
Owing to their expertise and experience, officials are usually in a better posi-
tion to comply with the distal rule, and they assess the proximal rule in terms
of its ability to improve our chances of complying with the distal rule.
Officials may be better “equipped,” both biologically and through their train-
ing, to see the bigger picture, e.g., exhibit specific cognitive skills, such as
long-range planning and constructing complex mental representations.
Millikan’s theory can accommodate yet another criticism against which

Lewisian conventionalism is defenseless, viz that of Green, who argues
that coordination conventions lack the sort of normative force that law
claims.155 His argument is that conventionalism can explain normativity
only when there is no radical conflict among social actors over the mutual
benefit the conventional practice delivers.156 Green clearly assumes, follow-
ing Lewis, that the preferences concerning the equilibria are sufficiently

this problem see Brian H. Bix, The Normativity of Law, in THE CAMBRIDGE COMPANION TO LEGAL

POSITIVISM 585 (Torben Spaak & Patricia Mindus eds., 2021).
155. Green, supra note 3, at 51.
156. Id. at 49–50.
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transparent to constitute reasons to follow or depart from the conventions.
Therefore, Lewisian conventionalism, which is based on social actors’ pref-
erences and agreement, cannot explain why the conventional practice, and
not agreement and the fulfillment of preferences, should guide action. If
this is so, the conventional practice is not the exclusionary reason for action.
As was shown, however, in Millikan, the actors’ preferences and their agree-
ment play no role in constituting the conventional practice. Moreover,
according to her, the purpose of the conventional practice and the benefits
it brings to society can be nontransparent to the actors, as the proximal-
distal distinction clearly shows. It is extremely difficult to have preferences
for, or radical conflicts over, things that are not transparent. Nor can an action
be intended to achieve a purpose that is not transparent or even known to the
actor. The only remaining possibility is that, within the proximal-distal for-
mula, the proximal rule (e.g., “Do as you’re told!”), is the only reason for
action for the participants of that practice, and therefore the condition
Green sets for the conventional practice being normative is fulfilled.

IV. CONCLUSION

The pundits of legal conventionalism believe that its prospects are promis-
ing, but not yet assured.157 Millikan’s theory of conventions has the poten-
tial to change that. However, the question remains: Why another
conventionalism? Hart’s intuition that sufficiently sophisticated convention-
alism can parry the Dworkinian attack is eminently plausible. This paper
has attempted to show that Millikan’s conventionalism is better suited to
achieving this end than its Lewisian counterpart, especially in view of its
ability to counter normativity and contestability challenges. Millikan’s con-
ventionalism deserves to be better known in jurisprudential circles, espe-
cially as its tenets do not assume compliance-dependence, which has
hitherto been the main target of anti-conventionalist criticism.

Millikan’s notion of proper function can help defend legal positivism
against more recent assaults at its foundations, specifically that of
Greenberg. His key argument is that value-based reasoning is required to
transform social facts into legal content, and that this reasoning is based
on values external to the social practice that constitutes the basis of law.158

In discussing possible objections to his theory, Greenberg identifies one
according to which he relies on “too thin a conception of law practices,”
and that “properly understood, law practices can themselves determine
the content of the law.”159 As he says, that objection “claims that the addi-
tional substantive factors are part of law practices themselves.”160

157. Postema, supra note 4, at 542.
158. Greenberg, supra note 10, at 186.
159. Id. at 184.
160. Id. at 186.
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Millikan’s conventionalism allows for such an objection. Greenberg fre-
quently presents a “practice” as a series of social facts.161 Millikan’s concept
of practice as a lineage treats “practice” as a series of social facts linked by
the proper function they serve. In this sense, Greenberg’s concept of prac-
tice is indeed too thin. At the same time, the proper function as a value-
based factor is internal to, not independent of, the practice. That proper
function is internal to the practice can be exemplified by using an artifact.
Is its purpose internal or external to the practice of using it, e.g., is cutting
bread internal or external to the practice of using a knife to cut bread? Is
the knife’s cutting ability external to the practice of cutting with it? I
would say that it is an internal and indispensable part of the practice, not
an independent factor, and that the law practice is the same. Its proper
function is not independent from this practice, but is its defining factor.
As Greenberg argues, “An internal-value theorist must explain how legal
content determined exclusively by law practices and internal value facts
can provide genuine, as opposed to merely internal, reasons for action.”162

As shown in Section III.E, the proper function provides legitimate reasons
for those who follow the practice to act. Finally, proper function is a value-
based but not necessarily moral factor—the conventional practice of using a
guillotine for capital punishment realizes its proper function (whatever it
is), but this has nothing to do with the morality or otherwise of the conven-
tional practice of capital punishment.
According to Millikan, the value factor that transforms social facts into

legal content could be, however, derived from within the practice: the
proper function is such a factor. A series of independent behaviors is trans-
formed into a purposeful practice because they serve the same proper func-
tion, and this allows the relevant and irrelevant behaviors within the
practice to be distinguished. As such, the proper function is constitutive
to the practice: it makes the practice what it is. It is also internal to the prac-
tice: the essence of the practice cannot be found outside it, and the proper
function does not exist unless the practice does. Social facts are transformed
into a law practice because a proper function is attributed to what has been
said and done, and these words and behaviors are then reproduced because
they serve this proper function. In this sense, it is the proper function that
justifies treating some social facts as relevant to the content of the law and
others as irrelevant.163

The usefulness of Millikan’s theory is obvious once we assume (as
Greenberg does) that the model of transforming social facts into legal con-
tent is a theory of interpretation. In this sense, disagreement among judges
in such cases as Tennessee Valley Authority v. Hill can be seen as a clash of
two models of interpretation. For Greenberg, the value factor that enables

161. Id.
162. Id. at 190.
163. Id. at 185.
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the best interpretation model to be determined, (the “X” factor) is moral-
ity,164 as it constitutes the normative aspect of the practice. That normative
aspect does not need to be moral, however: it may be derived from its
proper function, which does not need to have anything to do with moral
norms, but can constitute the X factor. One can imagine a recognition prac-
tice that realizes a proper function because it ensures a proper transmission
of preferences from the people to the law, and therefore does not cause
social unrest, without assessing the morality of those preferences.
Realizing the proper function may have a clear coordination purpose with-
out any moral aspect.165

Its ability to refute anti-positivistic criticism, its methodological rigor, and
its ability to avoid the shortcomings of Lewis’s conventionalism make
Millikan’s conventionalism an attractive theoretical framework. My hope
is that this paper will help Millikan’s work receive the recognition it deserves
among legal philosophers.

164. Id. at 193.
165. The subject of disagreement in Tennessee Valley Authority v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153 (1978),

can be seen as the proper function of the law practice (the realization of the lawmaker’s aims,
the avoidance of absurd consequences in applying laws to reality, or a reconciliation of both)
and which interpretative approach realizes that proper function more effectively. For instance,
Justice Powell’s discussion in TVA v. Hill of how to read a statute as to “accord with some modi-
cum of common sense and the public weal” can be interpreted as a discussion concerning the
proper function of the interpretive practice. Some commentators argue that both the majority
and dissenting opinions in TVA v. Hill were mainly concerned with the policy implications of
their decision, which also suggests a “proper function” rationale. See Brian Leiter, Explaining
Theoretical Disagreement, 76 U. CHI. L. REV. 1215, 1236 (2009).
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